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Pre-qualification provider consultation
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Individual meeting

Written submission
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Pre-qualification – written submissions
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• Good general support
of Tōtika

• Needs more work to
favour micro and small
businesses

• Contractor risk
categorisation needs to
be worked out in detail

• One submission unsure
about the acceptance
of Safe+ and Q Safe

• Generally in favour of
pre-qualification
supplier standardisation
and audit

• Two submissions not in
favour of breaking
client/provider
contractual
relationships

• Generally in favour of a
shared information
portal with basic
information

• Suggested a leaner
version of Tōtika

• Core requirements
need more work in
order to move away
from standard
questionnaires

• More moderation
suggested in the
assessor competency
process



Tōtika Roadshow/Webinar - Feedback

I like I think I wonder





I like “Having a centralised point for pre-qual contractors list - AWESOME!”
“Shared data will lift the standard across the industry”

“Competency of assessors that review submissions”
“Good to remove the bespoke pre-quals”

”It will assist in the health of the construction sector by removing unnecessary time and cost”
“One specific reliable method/system that can give the market a bit more certainty on what we are purchasing”

“Cross recognition provides incentives for companies to invest in recognised standards”
“The idea of a single nationally recognised assessment “

“Recognising contractors time and money invested into external certifications ISO45001, 14001, 9001 etc”
“Using recognised, certified management system assessment to fast track pre-qual”

“The independence of CHASNZ”
“Taking the profit out of pre-qual”

Efficiency

Universal acceptance

Consistency

Recognition of
external audits

Sharing of data
from providers

Independent and ethical



I think
“It should be able to cover broader industries”

“Standard for all sectors?”

“Where does the construction line get drawn?”
“it will be hard to create standards that cover all activities in each sector - too broad”

” Important to get the buyers onside - what is the benefit to them?”
“Suggest get all government /agencies on side  (procurement, MBIE, NZTA, Educational)”

“In the future the pre-qual system should encompass environment and quality too”
“examples of how H&S issues have been improved from previous assessments“

“need to consider client investment in existing pre-qual system - will they want to relinquish that?”
“More cost and work for companies?”

“Who/how is risk attributed to size, scope, work type?”
“A tiered system related to the risks of the contractor that 

accounts for the time they spend on site to complete their work” 

Buy-in and adoption

Technical content
and standards

Meeting industry needs
and requirements

Costs and
financial model

International and cross-industry
recognition

Common view of
supplier risk



I wonder
“is this being viewed as cost renewal exercise or also a way to ensure good sustained H&S performance”

“Who will pay for Tōtika?”

“How are you going to educate clients and get their buy-in to roll this out industry wide”
“How can govt dept work together we will/may have differing views”

” how do we move from writing procedures into value add tools?”
“how is the standardisation going to improve a reduction in rogue providers outside the standard”

“how are we going to make it fair for all contractors?”
“how will this filter down to all the

smaller players / is there going to be industry acceptance?“

“Contractors are on board, how do we get collective agreement from clients?“
“Are you going to get buy-in from pre-qual providers, as they will lose money?”

“what about new international main contractors? how do they know about this?”
“Could be NZ Inc not just construction industry” 

Technical content

Meeting industry needs

Implementation

Buy-in and adoption

Cost

Independent and ethical



How do we get collective adoption
From all clients?

As part of the project, a group was put together from some major clients of construction.  In addition to providing a person 
for this group, the organisation (at executive level) provided its commitment to adopt the scheme once developed.

CHASNZ will be seeking leadership and support from the industry advisory groups and board trustees in subsequent 
adoption of the scheme.

How do we get all pre-qualification
schemes (commercial and internal) to be 
Part of Tōtika?

This is linked to buyer adoption and Tōtika becoming an industry standard.  

What CHASNZ are seeking to achieve is that only Tōtika certified schemes (both internal and external commercial) would 
be accepted in our industry.

Who will pay for Tōtika and what 
will be the cost to contractors?

The current developed Tōtika scheme suggests that funding can easily be achieved through modest administration fees 
levied on buyers.  CHASNZ will not make money out of this scheme, however scheme costs do need to be recovered.

Tōtika is expected to save industry money by presenting a system where only one pre-qualification assessment (or 
recognised external audit) is required.

Will consultants, engineers, and 
architects be covered?

Yes; part of the annex to the core requirements (areas specific to construction) will include role specific areas for Principal 
Designers, Designers, Principal Contractors and Contractors.

One improvement benefit of Tōtika is for buyers to ensure H&S capability is a factor when procuring the services of 
consultants, engineers, and designers. 

Key question (or group of questions) Response from CHASNZ



What if the buyer insists on using 
a particular pre-qualification supplier?

It will be completely up to the buyer whether they wish to engage in a contractual relationship with a supplier that provides
pre-qualification services.

In order to meet the Tōtika industry standards, that pre-qualification scheme would have to be a Tōtika member scheme 
and the buyer would have to accept other Tōtika member scheme pre-qualifications.

How often will contractors need 
to be re-assessed/audited?

Once a year through a member pre-qualification assessment or recognised audit scheme suitable to the contractor’s 
categorisation.

What about international and 
cross-industry recognition?

International organisations looking to be H&S pre-qualified will be required to engage with a Tōtika member scheme or 
recognised audit process.  Most international companies are certified to ISO 45001 by an auditor registered with an 
appropriate ISO auditing body (e.g. JAS-ANZ, UKAS etc.).

Tōtika is purposely designed to work across multiple industries in NZ.  The core requirements are cross industry 
applicable.  There is a possibility that other industries could develop their own annexes to core requirements (just as we 
have for construction)

How will Tōtika deal with small 
organisations that refuse to engage in 
pre-qualification?

The intent of Tōtika is that the requirement to have a valid assessment or audit from a member scheme will be cascaded 
through supply chains from public and private sector clients of construction.

If an organisation engages sub-contractors, that organisation will need to ensure their sub-contractors are on the Tōtika
database.  The intent is only companies listed on the Tōtika database would receive opportunities to tender for work from 
buyers.

Key question (or group of questions) Suggested response from CHASNZ



What if commercial
pre-qualification providers refuse to
get involved?

Engagement from the major commercial pre-qualification providers has been excellent, and will be asked to be involved in 
the the build phase of the project.

The intention is that Tōtika is seeking to be adopted across construction and in the future across all NZ industries, so non-
member schemes will find it difficult to operate outside of Tōtika.

How will this align with
WorkSafe’s expectations?

WorkSafe NZ have been very involved through the research, concept, and development phases of the project in terms of 
funding and people. 

Further conversations are needed with NZ government to see what further support can be provided to CHASNZ for build 
and implementation, including what government levers can be used to help adoption and buy-in.

The Tōtika scheme is included in the new all of government guidance for H&S procurement.

How will the construction accord 
help with this project? 

CHASNZ are playing a key role in the H&S component of the accord and the Tōtika project has been called out as a key 
element of this body of work.

How will Tōtika be
implemented?

There is an implementation plan as part of the suite of developed documents, which will be further developed during the 
build phase of the project.

Key question (or group of questions) Suggested response from CHASNZ


